
Mall IQ & Zubizu Case Study // Increasing Engagement 

ZUBIZU trusts Mall IQ Location Intelligence Platform to deliver 
the most relevant campaigns to their customers, increasing 

engagement and purchases on their mobile platform.

The Challenge

ZUBIZU is a loyalty platform with 2.5M+ members offering  
hundreds of simultaneous campaigns for their members. The 
major challenge was to inform the loyalty platform members 
about the relevant campaigns at the right time and the right 
place to increase the campaign conversion rates.

Before working with Mall IQ, Zubizu utilized geofencing for right 
place messaging. Even if geofencing narrowed down the target 
location for delivering the campaign message, it lacked the 
capability of pinpointing indoor store location. This translated into 
an ineffective method in shopping centers with hundreds of 
different stores with different offers.

Mall IQ Solution

ZUBIZU easily integrated Mall IQ SDK into their app and 
immediately started using the location based campaign 
management tools provided by Mall IQ. 

Using Mall IQ’s Campaign Management Dashboard, Zubizu started 
managing 1500+ micro-location campaigns. Mall IQ delivered the 
push notifications of the micro-location campaigns when the 
targeted users are in or near the store with an active campaign.



The Results 

With Mall IQ solution, when compared to traditional GPS-based 
geofence triggered messages, ZUBIZU measured a 20x increase 
in their customers’ click-through rate in the campaign push 
notifications delivered to their customers..

In addition, ZUBIZU protected their brand by not overwhelming 
users with communication that is not relevant, and only reached 
customers with the highest purchasing intent at the right time 
and right location.  
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Mall IQ, Inc. is a San Francisco based technology company providing 
indoor and outdoor location based mobile engagement & analytics 
platform. 

Mall IQ empowers retail, loyalty, e-commerce, payment & banking apps to 
understand their customer behavior in shopping malls and high-streets 
and engage them with relevant messages at the right time and location.

“We offer many benefits and campaigns 
to our customers and it’s vital to inform 
our users of these benefits. It’s equally 
important to keep this messaging 
relevant and non-intrusive. 
Mall IQ is an important contributor to the 
success of our campaigns, allowing us to 
target our customers when their 
purchasing intent is highest”

- Director - Data, Analytics, CRM and 
Digital Corporate Products Management 
at DMS


